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6. Rotate handlebar so the clamp lever handle H is on
the right side and controls G are facing up. Make sure
cable I is not twisted and that it makes a downward
loop. Insert handle into the receiver on the tug J.

5. Remove ties holding the handle bar to the cardbord.

4. Reinstall the 5/16” bolts to secure control box G with
controls facing handles. Make sure all wires are inserted
inside the handle bar so no wires are sticking out to cause
damage. Tighten firmly but do not over torque bolts.

3. Remove the two 5/16” bolts EF that were installed at
the factory.

2. Inspect wire connectors BCD to make sure they are
seated properly.

1. Carefully open box. Cut off end of box away from
black handle grips A. Leave the unit in the box at this
time but remove loose packaging material.
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12. Install the jaw assembly.
WARNING: Jaw assembly can open and close

causing a pinch hazard.

11. Follow the important instructions on the "WARNING"
label N for power connections O and P. label Q on top
of the unit explains the condition of the batterys charge.

10. Remove tie holding cable.9. Remove the jaw assembly L and set to the side.
WARNING: Jaw assembly can open and close

causing a pinch hazard.
Carefully remove remaining cardboard M

8. Remove tug from box. When installed properly, the 
two handles (from 7) will look like the image above.

7. Remove plastic package and contents, 2 handles K
and a Technical Manual CD. Screw the threaded ends of
the handles into the handle bar receiver J. One will go on
the left side and one on the bottom of the bar. (See 8)
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18. Make sure the 701E's battery is fully charged before
using.

17. Install aircraft adapters into the jaw ends and secure
with hitch pins V.

16. Attach spring to groove on jaw assembly pin U.15. Install cable clip onto jaw assembly pin T.

14. Fit cable into anchor block S.13. Install Clevis Pin R.
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